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Workshop Objective

• Students to think about their writing in a more creative and personal way to 
make academic writing perhaps more fun, engaged, and fluid. 

• Diary-like writing as a way to explore lived experience and emotional 
engagement, to tune into our emotional and spiritual intelligence (something the 
academic space does not always allow)

• Seeing how blogging can help shape the essence of an argument that can then be 
polished into academic writing

• Practice writing 

• Provide opportunities for publishing a blog post
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What is Teaching Matters?
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Why student writers?

You have valuable insights and experiences of 
teaching and learning at University of Edinburgh 
that staff need to hear!

Students are increasingly involved and in the driving 
seat of innovative learning and teaching practices



Outline

• Intro: What is blogging? 

• Examples of four Teaching Matters blog posts to inspire writing

• Exercise: 20 minutes of writing

• Discussion

• Next Steps



I. What is blogging?

• What’s the difference between a diary, journal or blog?

• Characteristics of a blog post: a single idea, short, personal, incomplete

• What makes a good blog post? 



II. Examples of four Teaching Matters blog posts to inspire writing

1. Departing from an 
artefact to develop a 
thought

2. Using a conceptual idea and 
engaging with it personally



II. Examples of four Teaching Matters blog posts to inspire writing

3. Unpacking a critical 
incident

4. From action to reflection, an auto-
ethnographic approach



III. 20 minutes of free writing

Choose one of the four approaches demonstrated to write 
about any topic related to learning and/or teaching



• What did this exercise feel like? 
• What is your writing process usually like? (i.e. talk about the environment you need to be in (music/no 

music, do you write in a specific place or can write anywhere, a time of day during which you write 
better?) 

• Do you think before writing or does writing help you think?
• What distinguishes academic writing from blogging? What are some challenges of writing 

academically?

IV. Discussion 



IV. Discussion: 
What the blogging space can do to “unstick” academic writing

• Democratizing: 
• From professors to students publish on Teaching Matters

• Demystify academic writing: Saying “I” - sharing stories

• Reflexive editorial standpoints and co-creation

• Disruptive:
• Blog as disruptive technology – not a social network

• Blogging as an experimental space: toying with emotions, vulnerability, uncertainty, 
sense-making, developing the angle from which to approach, engaging with art/other 
materials; playing with different styles, a great space for exploring one’s voice

• Description is good!

• Pedagogical
• A rehearsal space: nuanced thinking (anti-thesis of social media)

• Teaches to write succinctly and reckoning with the frustrations of incomplete writing

• Sparking dialogue and collaboration outside of online spaces  a bridge into offline 
discussions and actions

• You’re not being assessed

“the simple act of recording 
anything on paper is already 
an immense transformation 
that requires as much skill 
and just as much artifice as 
painting a landscape or 
setting up some elaborate 
biochemical reaction. No 
scholar should find 
humiliating the task of 
sticking to description. This 
is, on the contrary, the 
highest and rarest 
achievement”. (Latour, 2005: 
136-7)



Next steps

• Start your own blog  https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/learning-
technology/blogging

• Submit a blog post to Teaching Matters  https://www.teaching-matters-blog.ed.ac.uk/
• Any illustrators?

https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/learning-technology/blogging
https://www.teaching-matters-blog.ed.ac.uk/


Questions?

https://www.teaching-matters-blog.ed.ac.uk/

Contact us Jenny Scoles and Joséphine Foucher at teachingmatters@ed.ac.uk

jfoucher@ed.ac.uk
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